Scavenger Hunt: Montshire Chain Reaction Finale

Montshire educator Mike completed a spectacular chain reaction, featuring the Montshire as its theme.

Did you catch all your favorite sights and exhibits? See if you can find them, either in the video (available on our website and YouTube channel) or in the photo below.

Can you find:

**ANIMALS**
- Bear
- Bee
- Dinosaur (leg bone)
- Falcon
- Frog
- Moose
- Otter
- Owl
- Trilobyte
- Turtle

**EXHIBITS AND PROGRAMS**
- Balancing Blocks
- Ball Machine
- Bubbles
- Chain Reaction
- Magnet Wall
- Gravity Well
- Lariat Chain
- Music - Instrument
- Puzzles: Rubik's Cube
- Rollways: Golf Ball
- Summer Camp: Name Tag